The 4th International Conference on Computer Science and Application Engineering (CSAE 2020) will be held during **October 20 to 22, 2020** in Sanya, China.

All submissions will be peer reviewed 2-3 reviewers, and the accepted papers will be published in ACM International Conference Proceedings Series, archived in the ACM Digital Library, and submitted to Ei Compendex, CPCI and SCOPUS for index.

**Topics:** AI; Algorithm and Data Structure; Big Data; Business Information Systems; Cloud Computing; Computational Intelligence and Complexity; Database Management and Information Retrieval; Game Theory; Geographical Information Systems; Human–Computer Interaction; Image Processing; Information Systems and Applications; Intelligent Transportation System; Machine Translation; Programming; Robotics; Security and Cryptology; Software Engineering; Statistics; Theoretical Computer Science; VR, etc.

ACM has published 346 research papers in ACM Digital Library from CSAE through ICPS program, and they have been indexed by Ei Compendex and SCOPUS. Publication in the ACM DL ensures high visibility.

For more complete information, including conference photos, paper template, visit: [http://www.csaeconf.org](http://www.csaeconf.org).

Submit your paper, visit: [http://papersub.csaeconf.org](http://papersub.csaeconf.org).

**Important Dates**
Final submission deadline: July 20, 2020
Expected publication time: before October 21, 2020.